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Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2108 330 Hobart Rd Young Town Hare: Shrek

Run Report:
A pack of about 25 dyslexic runners turned out at Shrek’s
workshop this week , as they all understood Bugsy’s most
recent change of venue notice when he announced “
TUESADY 10th June now at Shrek’s workshop”. Now this has
suited Shrek , as for the past two weeks 2 words have been
stuck in his warped mind , GUILT & REDEMPTION ! The Oxford dictionary meaning for guilt is “remorse caused by feeling that one is responsible for failing to set a hash run when
nominated “ , [2 weeks ago when he blamed the rain] &
redemption is “ the act of atoning for that wrongdoing
“ .Well his mind is now at rest as he redeemed himself with
the best run he has ever set ! He called for hash hush at
about 6.30pm & the silent group of 25 people that can’t
spell properly heard the gruff voice say “out the driveway
turn left” , “arrows” , so off we goes . The front runners ,
including Tailpipe , Rickshaw [on Ventolin again], Scary ,
Bugsy & One Hump headed off into the darkness & were
never heard or seen again till back at the on on as the trail
went into Napoleon St left into Napier St & thru a laneway
on the corner with Lockhart St which came out in Sisson St .
Out on Hobart Rd the back running pack of Tiles , Sheila ,
Inlet , Abba , Boong , Loggy , Spider , Bendover & Goblet
picked up the trail where it turned into Alma St where everyone shone their torches & checked out Shrek’s new shed
slab . The trail continued up Jubilee Rd to a check at the end
of the street , where the pack f@cked up & headed out into
Poplar Parade in anticipation of the run going that way , as
we could not hear the muffled calls of the front runners
[probably because they didn’t] . As we did not find any trail
near Tagg’s house we headed back around to Alma St &
found the trail leading into the reserve that follows the Hydro power lines down to Poplar Pde , where it headed up to
the roundabout at Quarantine Rd . The run headed west up
Quarantine rd for a while then it went into the Carvilla
Cemetery Reserve & it was here Bugsy said later on they
[front runners] went & had a chat to Jock Elmer , Cambo &
Bruce Guy , Scary said Dozo was not at home as he was
down at the Kings Meadows Hotel , they finished their visits
& continued to follow the trail back to Quarantine Rd via
the lane behind the bowls club , where it turned south into Hobart Rd & the On Home was found in the Youngtown
hill underpass . As Shrek sent the run away earlier he said see you’s in about an hour & half , he was fairly spot on
with that . A well set run with easy to see & plenty of arrows , easy to see white pressure pack paint in the off-road
sections , [unlike the invisible chalk Shrek used to use!], about 9 kms long , well done Shrek!
The Lord will be impressed with Shrek’s
redemption .
OnOn

The Editor

ON ON:
The new beer cooler has been built and installed in
the trailer. The cooler has been well tested by the
time the back runners return to the ON ON site. Tewy
has returned to the fold after recovering from his hip
operation and has given it a good test out on Shreks
marathon around the cemetery. Scary Goblet and
Bugsy were seen checking out plots in the new law
area as they are now senior citizens.

AFL Footy Tipping Scoop
Essendon’s pending infraction notice's have paled
into insignificance
Sheila has installed new AFL soft ware on his computer and has discovered similarities between the tipping patterns of the leaders of the Examiner newspapers contest and one of our current leaders in the
LH3 competition. In Fact Charles Beaumont’s tips are
exactly the same as one of our leaders from Perth.
One Hump reports that he got a call during the week,
the conversation went like this “ Hi One Hump it is
Charles Beaumont here do you want me to pick you
up for Hash on Tuesday night. No thanks Boong is
picking me up”. The call is ended One Hump thinks to
himself who the f@ck is Charles Beaumont. Will our
top tipster follow Charles this week as it is rumoured
that Charles is backing Richmond against Freo.
One Hump has set round 14’s tips in early with the
following notes Boong was very cagey about his footy tipping
on Thursday night at hash, so I am going with Wayne Preece footy tipping this week I am as bad as boong

I have more
power than P.M
Mr Abbott

Skulls:
Shrek the Hare is the first to skull tonight.
Scary has announced that Hash Pash has
reached the 400 run milestone and is the next
one called to the circle. Pash interjects I have
the 400 badge sewn on my jacket already. I
skulled a month ago for my 400 but free beer is
free beer give it here.
The Lip

Scary is called upon for stuffing up Pash’s 400
badge, Scary quickly calls on his car pool partner Abba as a proxy as Scary is driving tonight.
We have a new old runner with us tonight, he
has recovered from his hip replacement operation and is keen to test it out on a long run. Up
you get Tewy..A proxy is called for as Tewy is
driving tonight. His old mate Shrek is nominated as he is walking home.
Our last skull tonight is for our new runner [The
leader of the footy tipping] Charles Beaumont
A.K.A Boong.

Raffle:
Three pack of dressed chooks: Hash Pash
Six pack Boags: Tail Pipe.
Bottle of the finest port: Bendover.
Torch set: Inlet
Charles Beaumont

Committee:
The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Left Right, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong, Web
Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 17th June 3 Wenlock Way Prospect Hare Two Bob.
Tuesday 24th June Fryett St Waverley [Bendovers house] Hare Tewy.
Tuesday 1st July All Year Round Tavern Hare Spyder.
Tuesday 12thAugust Pizza and Soup nite at the Metz Hare Goblet.
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 19th June Hare: Magpie 67 Havelock St Summerhill.
LH3 Website

Joke of the week

submitted by Bendover

Three Black Men

At the National Art Gallery in Dublin, a husband and wife were staring at a portrait that had them completely confused.
The painting depicted three black men totally naked sitting on a park bench.
Two of the figures had black penises, but the one in the middle had a pink penis.
The curator of the gallery realized that they were having trouble interpreting the painting
And offered his assessment.
He went on for over half an hour explaining how it depicted the sexual emasculation of black
men in a predominately white, patriarchal society.'
After the curator left, an Irishman approached the couple and said, 'Would you like to know what the painting is really about?'
'Now why would you claim to be more of an expert than the curator of the gallery?' asked the couple
'Because I'm the guy who painted it,' he replied. 'In fact, there are no black men depicted at all. They're just three Irish coal
miners. The guy in the middle went home for lunch.'

The Ultimate in Suicide Counseling – bet she changes her mind
A woman was standing at the edge of a cliff trying to get the nerve to jump off.
A homeless drunk stopped and mumbled,
"If you're about to kill yourself, how about a shag before you go?"
The woman was angry and said,
"No! F**k off you filthy old bastard."
The tramp turned to leave and said,
"No problems, I'll just go and wait at the bottom then."

